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Our understanding of the diversity and interrelationships of plant life

is based primarily upon the comparative data of revisionary studies. The

information in descriptions, keys, and distribution maps, plus the interpre-

tation of relationships based upon these data, all contained within the re-

visionary study, have contributed much to our attempts to classify and to

determine the phylogeny of the plant kingdom. Understanding of these as-

pects of the plant world is one of the important goals of plant systematics.

The success of the past suggests thai future attainment of this goal prob-

ably cannot be reached without the completion of additional revisionary

studies.

Despite the importance of revisions in systematic botany, plant system-

atics currently is undergoing a metamorphosis in which emphasis is being

placed on investigations of the evolutionary process. Although I am per-

sonally very interested and excited about all aspects of evolutionary and

populational biology, 1 am concerned about the present status of revision-

ary studies in plant systematics, especially because it seems that graduate

students are being drawn into more experimental and theoretical areas.

People earlier (e.g., Robinson. 1923; Just. 1954) have emphasized the need

for sustained and increased levels of re-visionary efforts, but in view of

the present trend lovnnl e\ olulionarv biolog\ 1 believe- that a new statement

is needed. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is: (1) to point out. the

the challenges involved with doing good revisionary work, (3) to suggest

some innovations in revisionary investigations, and (-1) to emphasize Un-

importance of revisionary studies in relationship to the current world

A FFW DEFINITIONS

From a very broad perspective, one- can conveniently recognize three

types of systematic studies: floristic, experimental ( biosystematic or

evolutionary), and revisionary (including synopses and monographs). Many



difficult to place a particular investigation into on(

>ries. Nevertheless, such a breakdown is useful for <

Floristic studies attempt to list and describe in varf

scribe the plants (even the vas cular plants) of a region is a huge and diifi

cult job. and the larger the ideographic area covered, the more arduous the

task becomes. As a result, the - port ];! \al of inter relationships among taxa

in a floi i i oliet) omewhul upeilinal (hi i to b pected and is essen-

tially unavoidable.

Kxperimental investigations. on the other hand, usually focus on some 1

aspect of the evolutionary pre icess. such as hybridization, ecofvpio dill'er-

entiation, or reproductive isola tion. to name a few examples. Tliese studies

often concentrate on a small number of taxa such as a species complex.

and laboratory apparatus of <iorne sort is often used (microscopes, com-

p liters, etc.). Most of these stu plies arc- not experimental in the strict sense

but rather in the broad sense o f using ecpiipment thai is regularly employed

in experimentally-oriented rose -arch. 2

Revisionary studies cover th. : middle-ground between Holistic and experi-

mental approaches by showing ( i b il< d i(l il ion m > in nil u u dp

at the generic level and below, based primarily on herbarium investigations.

library studies, and field work. Morphology is the primary type of data used,

ses —are included in a revisionary study.

An even finer division can be n id< ip recognizing due.' types of revision-

ary studies: synopsis, revision, and monograph. The synopsis is a brief

summary of relation hip uid u uull\ ml ill problem 111 the group have

been clarified even b\ use of library and herbarium facilities. The synopsis,

therefore, should b< <i m I i i pious mi effort The revision is a more

complete statement ol relation hip- un< u die tieaPd la\a, with full synon-

ymy, li t il > hid ri h i (k uipfion ke\ h ml m maps, citation

of representative specimens, and pertinent critical comments. A monograph

is essentially the same as a revision except that it has even more informa-

tion of one sort or another, such as history, chemistry, phytogeography,

cytology, or philosophy. In this paper when I speak in general about revi-

sionary studies, 1 mean all three types of investigations.

Revisionary studies are central to the development of floristic and ex-

perimental projects. Floristic work draws heavily on previously published

revisions for information on nomenclature, morphology, distribution, and

the separation of difiuulf taxa I xpermieiiia.l studu al o depend strongly



upon revisions by focusing on the clarification of relat mnships Hint arc still

not well understood. Difficult taxonomic situations that may lead to experi-

mental studies often result from the evolutionary dynamics of hybridization

and or introgression, inbreeding, and apomixis.

CONTRIBUTIONSOF REVISIONARY STUDIES TO PLANT SYSTEMATICA

I believe revisions to be useful in plan! systomaties primarily in four

ways: (1) as a source of classifications. (2) as an aid to identification, (3) as

a source of biological data, and (4) as a stimulus for further study. Each
of these uses will be discussed in turn.

'i'lie mast sianhiona; emit ritual inn ni' re\ isionnry studies is as a source

of hierarchies of classification. Classifications are fundamental ie the .emu Mi

and development of plant systomaties by playing at least three important

roles (in part from Warburton. 1967). First, from the classification one can

infer ancestral evolutionary relationships ( -- phytogenies) anions all the

included taxa, which gives some idea of the patterns of evolution through

long periods of time. Second, the classification allows the biological data

piesenied in Ihe rc\ isiaii (.sac discussion below) to be retrieved more easily

because they are ordered in an hierarchical arrangement corresponding

to the classification itself. Third, the classification allows for the prediction

of unknown attributes of taxa included in the revision. For example, if cer-

tain pharmacologically-active compounds are found in one species, if can

be predicted that the most closely related species in the classification might

have the same or similar compounds

Another important use of revisions is for identification purposes. Many
types of people, such as wildlife specialists, herbarium curators, etc., desire

to know the names of particular plants. If no modern flora exists for an

area, or if the group in question is not adequately treated in an available

flora, then workers will turn to the keys, distribution maps, and descriptions

The information contained in a revision— m descriptions, distribution

maps, and statements on phenology and ecology— represents biological data

on what the plants arc like, bow they differ from each other, where they

grow, and when they flower. Many typos of systematists— from horticultur-

ists to phytogeographers— as well as oilier biologists, seek this information.

Phytogeographers are so dependent upon up-to-date revisionary studies that

vcrv Ian meaningful j>h.\ togeogrnphio interpretations can be made for gen-

era that are not well understood from a revisionary perspective (Axelrod

and Raven, 1972; Thorne, 1972). Many additional data such as nomenclature,

discussions of generic relation hip ml ta onomic history are usually in-

cluded in revisions, but this information is generally of lessor interest ex-

Thc revision also serves as a stimulus for further study. Because basic

relationships arc clearly outlined, other workers such as cytologists or



even though no specific anatomical problems arc- mentioned. The interest

may develop simplj i - > i lis having read the descriptions of the different

species or having seen their distributional patterns. On the other hand,

specific- problems for further stiid\ may be emphasized deliberately in Ihe

paper. For examph i dis< i ioi I difficultie oi la ification brought on

by suspected hybridization and introgression might well catch the inlerest

of a cytogeneticist.

REQUIREMENTSFOR GOODREVISIONARY WORK
Although admitting the value of revisionary studies, some botanists might

not realize that significant differences exist in (he quality of revisionary

work produced < on mkt ible > iriation inion» Inu I. .1 re\i m d( pi \ lil

however, even to the extent that some studies arc so inadequate thai they

prove nearly worthless for (hose purposes ! mentioned earlier. Asa Gray,

almost a century ago (1875), put it this way (p. 35:5): "Easy as the work

draw up fairly good botanical descriptions is wonderfully small. The thing

more than this is needed."

The general requirements for excellence 1 in revisionary work apply basic-

ally to most descriptive sciences and to a lesser degree even to experimental

sciences. Many criteria might bo formulated for evaluating the ability of a

revisionary worker (and, therefore, also the quality of his published revi-

sions), but I have selected six of what to me seem the most important:

(1) precision and thoroughness in gathering oi comparative data of all

types; (2) ability to recognize discontinuities in sets of comparative data

(== pattern recognition); (3) ability to relate 1 observed discontinuities in

i I mlii n i i ' jil of tin laxonomic hierarchy; (4) pre-

cision and thoioitghness of description of recognized laxa: (5) precision and

thoroughness of documentation in literature, specimen citations, and nomen-

clature; and (6) precision, thoroughness, and clarity of expression in the

final written treatment. These six general criteria must be kept in mind

when pursuing each of the three maior aspects of revisionary studies: field,

library, and herbarium investigations. Hut in addition to these general cri-

teria, specific requirements for excellence in each of these activities also

must be considered.

Although the compleiion <i fi< Id m\ ti atious is not absolutely essential

for good revisionary studies, there is little doubt that all other factors being

equal, the more field work a researcher is able to do, the better will be his

The value 1 of field observations for the revisionary

in improving his ability to recognize discontinuities

he resultant groups to categories in

situations can be produced solely



leraries and biographies of col-

very important part of the re-

oil- subsequent ranking. II is at

onomisl must show through. Ho

n data sots, or to put this

in question shows unusual patterns of variation. In these cases a

.
background in ovolutionary theory is most helpful, if not absolutely

;ary, to correctly identify apomixis. hybridization, or ecotypic differ-

on and to make the proper taxonomic dispositions, Kurthermoro, lo

t)(l in pattern recognition necessitates knowing something about the

od correctly and in sufficient quantity. A ,^ood understanding of the

dandinu of other types of data, such as anatomy, cytology, or chem-

l.\\()\ ATIOXS l\ MI-TIIODS OK I! KVISIOXAH Y STt'DY



insure accessibility of information. Innovations in methods of revisionary

study should therefore be concerned primarily with now ways to develop

with developing a new structure alto-ether. Some space-saving changes in

structure may be desirable, however, such as the substitution of data ma-
trices fo ke.w and de ;< . intum: ( iolbi i: pets comm.).

Teamwork as a means of speeding up completion of revisionary studies

has been emphasized by I.eenhouts ( iiiiJS) and b\ Rlair and Turner (1972),

and I agree with their suggestions In the past, some joint ventures have
been very successful (e.g.. II. L. Robinson and .). 1\1. Creenman: M. Mathias
and L. Constance), and these should serve to encourage others to follow

patible personalities that cannot be forced, but perhaps more overtures can
be made toward colleagues with whom collaboration might succeed.

The gathering together of library materials is now a much easier task

than ever before. This does not mean that interpretation of data is any easier

but simply that the relevant publications can be located more quickly

through numerous indexes and obia.uod mi li la lei ihioimh cop* in id '

or on microform. Reader-printer machines now available allow for hard-

copy to be obtained cheaply and rapidly From microform public alums.

The gathering together of herbarium specimens also is much easier than
ever before. With the publication of the recent edition of the Index Hcr-

bariorum (Holmgren and keuken, 1!»74) the existence of collections from
which loans may be made is now known to all workers, even those in isolat-

ed geographic regions, Nurf hormoro. 1 lit-- availability of Inter Documentation
Company (Zug, Switzerland) microfiche editions of herbaria from which
loans are not permitted (e a Limiaean and net'emdoUe herbaria) has made

In my opinion, one of the most significant innovations in methods of re-

visionary study will come with the use of machine-assisted operations.

Because many of the procedures used in revisionary work deal with data
niampNlal urn data pioc es an" mmchines are ideally suited for aiding this

work. The following paragraphs e xplain briefly how these machines might

The preparation of lists of representative specimens (hiring the course

of a revisionary study is a laborious, time-consuming, and error-prone task.

To speed up this a pec! oi I'm uui! in mn laboi un we have developed

a computer program (Meacham ana Stuessy, 1SJ7-1) that allows for specimens
to be cited automatically once the data are on machine-readable cards. The
details of this program will be reported elsewhere, but I should mention
that the procedures for coding ol data are so simple that any taxonomist

can use the program with almost no prior knowledge of computers. An ad-



ditional slop that wo have not done, but that h;is been done already by

some workers (Soper, 1904; Gomez-Pompa and Nevline,. 1973: Adams, 1974),

Another time-savin:; procedure is use of a. flevowritor which essentially

is a typewriter that generates a punched paper (or magnetic) tape at the

same time the first manuscript draft is produced. This machine is very

likely to be highly modified after the initial draft. At the time of final manu-

script production, the paper tape is used to produce an edited typescript

with no detailed proofreading bein.u necessary.

One more computer procedure thai will help make rex isionary work more

efficient is the preparation of keys directly from descriptions. It remains

lo oc seen whether iom])uters can produce as tmod a key as a taxonomist

can. but it is very clear that preliminary keys can be generated that mi.uht

be further modified by the worker with a net savins of time. Although this

is a complex manipulation for computers, and allhoueji we are still a loipu

way from having truly serviceable algorithms, preliminary studies (Hall.

1970; Pankhurst, 1971, 1974; Morse, 1971; Pettiip-ew and Watson, 1973: Dall-

witz, 1974) surest that some of the difficulties will be overcome soon. This

procedure" need not involve additional laborious coding of descriptive data

netic tai)e, as with use of the llcxowritor described above, they could be

fed with proper conversion into the computer without additional manual

coding.

RELATIONSHIP OF REVISION ARY STUDIES TO THE
ECOLOGICALCRISIS

With the tjrowin.L; realization that the world's biota is diminishing at an

alarming rate primarily as a result of mans modification of the environ-

ment, a new term, the "ecological crisis," has been coined to dramatize this

loss of organic diversity. Implicit in this concept is that organisms higher

up in the food webs, such as man himself, eventually will be harmed by

the loss of divorsitx al lower trophic levels. Many scientists have recognized

(his problem (e.^., litis. 19IS7: Fosbor.q, 1972; Holdren and Ehrlich, 1974),

and many books have been writlen (o.k., Khrlich. 1908: Johnson, 1970:

Matthews, Smith and Goldberg, 1971) that speak to the dilemma and its

resolution, at least in part.

Localise the present decline in dixersitx ol the world's flora is likely to

continue in years ahead, the plant systematisf is faced with the respon-

sibility of deciding which types of studies now appear to be most useful or

productive, not only in a restricted sense for systematic botany, but also

for mankind in general. The plant systematist is in the unique position of

possessing considerable knowledge about the world's flora, and therefore

presumably also in a smod position to evaluate the kinds of studies that are

important to stress at this time. Because of personal biases, different plant



systcmatist s might give different values to the vario us kinds of studies.

We do, it i: s true, need more experi menial studies to le arn as much as pos-

siblo about the evolutionary prove- >s before the key intermediate taxa be-

come ex tin ct. Likewise, we also need an i ncreased eifo rt in floristic studies

>f what plants grow in particular

regions before the flora is decimated.

Although respecting these differer lt viewi wints, I belie ve that the revision-

ary study i s the i,\ pe of invest lyatr m most needed at th is time. Reasons for

(his posiiio 11 lie principally with my view of the re vis ion as being central

to all facet s of systematic botany. Although floristic ti eatments sketch re-

lationships among the included taxa .. the d( pth of under standing in this type

of study is necessarily limited and is not best suited f. 3r helping us under-

stand phylogeiH ik .ind pV In o.i •aphic relationships of the groups con-

cerned, nor for understanding nieel. anisms of special ion that have prevailed.

Moreover, the floristic study may i lot clar ify fully the nomenclatural prob-

Experimental studies on small groups of species are also needed at this

ships of most plain specie i. v. ill he nrpm ible to extrapolate from these

few in-depth studies on the process of evolution to the probable patterns of

evolution in other groups of taxa. Therefore, to help document the world's

flora before it vanishes. I agree with Turner (1071) that plant systematists

should give emphasis to revisionary investigations and, in particular, to en-

couraging students to pursue these endeavors.

Because of the above assessment of the importance of revisionary studies

in systematic botany, especially at this point in time, I believe that we
should give attention to the support of Held endeavors that bear on these

efforts. Two types of collecting programs will »ivo maximum return in this

direction: (1) those completed by the revisionary worker himself in any re-

gion of the globe and (2) those completed by the Holistic worker in very

obscure regions of the earth as yet untouched markedly by European man
(e.g., Amazon basin of So, th %

n\ , ica) u m areas m dunyet of immediate

and irreversible destruction (e.g., Mexican highlands). The revisionary

worker is in the best position to make critical collections and observations

that will allow tin mo i i ailii nit da.ia to be oblai I iai ma
terials in the future. The floristic worker in obscure or threatened regions

will serve the valuable function of collecting at least some materials that

can be worked up at a later dale as pari oi a revisionary investigation. I



play a very imporla nt role in plant s>ystematics. I have trie

brm» a productive and excellent r evisionary worker inv

including ai squiring knowlec

taiucal bibliography to evolutionary theory. Such challenge

ed out 1 >
i ill! i< students so that a larger number of 1

stimulated to pursu e these endeavors. With the world's 1

at an increasing ra te. we need as many people as possit

plant 1 elalinii.ships before the plant: 3 themselves are comi

The hope is that wt i can obtain eno ugh detailed informatii

to give us a Found;: ition for future sstudies leading to at 1<

derstanding of phyl ogeny and evolu tionary processes in 11

.xrk.Ncswi i:d;;\(i':\ts
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